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Dell latitude 3390 2- in- 1 datasheet

This preview shows pages 1 - 3 of 4 pages. The Dell Latitude 3390 2-in-1 laptop tested for this review is the high end of a product line specifically designed for educational or business features. The innovative design features a keyboard that rotates completely behind the screen and supports a variety of configurations, from a standard
laptop to a slate tablet or standalone display. Despite the lightweight 3 pound frame, the 3390 features a 13.3-inch LCD touchscreen with an impressive maximum resolution of 920 x 1080. It is easily able to display Full HD content, and even very fine details in charts are rendered accurately while graphics from most apps appear brilliantly
on the screen. MORE FROM EDTECH: Check out how mobile devices turn out to have a positive impact on K-12 learning. Dell Latitude is both smart and secure Latitude 3390 has both an integrated camcorder and an infrared. The camcorder can be used for distance learning or teleconference; IR works with Windows Hello to support
automatic sign-ins using facial recognition in all lights, and automatic logouts when authorized users leave the site. For example, if a teacher passes away, the device will automatically lock until he or she returns. Windows 10 Pro boosts the performance of Dell Latitude Anyone who expects a stripped-down operating system in such a
lightweight device is in for a shock: Latitude 3390 runs a full, 64-bit version of Windows 10 Professional. Even computing-intensive applications like photo editors or interactive educational apps don't skip a beat. Application performance is helped by latitude 3390's SSD hard drive. Almost akin to memory when it comes to literacy speeds,
the 256-gigabyte drive also has no moving parts, making it much more robust for educational environments, where students may not be so careful with their equipment. The full-size keyboard is backlit and very quiet, perfect for working in dark lecture or study halls. The included digital pen, which supports a natural pen-and-paper feel
when taking notes, is just an extra that extends latitude 3390's utility in an educational setting. In addition to teaching, schools must keep students and their data safe from threats. Dell offers a range of protections for Latitude 3390 users. MORE FROM EDTECH: See how K-12 schools can get started with mixed learning. Dell's Command
Suite makes it safer to study online for schools Although a single user may only need a few minutes to set up a new Latitude 3390 2-in-1, most schools need to set up more than just one device — and then keep them safe from threats like viruses, hackers, and unauthorized access when they do. Dell offers several free tools to make it
happen. Dell Client Command Suite is a new set of tools designed to deploy and maintain a fleet of Dell systems that have a variety of needs or security levels. It easily set up groups of users, users, as those within the same grades, or assign Latitude 3390s to teachers and administrators. Each of these groups can have different
permissions and policies, all configured and configured before the entities are deployed. The suite provides a surprising amount of control for a free toolkit. Extremely precise controls, such as not setting USB ports high in the boot order of student machines, are possible. We programmed many what-if scenarios, such as how the device
will react if the Trusted Platform Module security chip detects a physical breach or changes to the BIOS. The Dell Data Protection Toolkit provides even greater control, such as encryption of hard drives or specific workspaces across all machines in the fleet or in a specific group. For example, the data associated with a grading program
(and the application itself) can be specifically encrypted to remain secure even if a device is lost or stolen. Available tools also support remote troubleshooting through Microsoft System Center and LANDesk — a blessing for primary schools without on-site IT support. In addition to helping to correct the individual machines, Dell Client
Suite allows full network inventory of all tablets a school system owns, down to which applications run on each device and the specific security policies used. The central control also ensures that all devices maintain up-to-date updates and security protection. Having such powerful tools available to manage a fleet of Latitude 3390s takes
a huge burden on teachers and students, who can instead concentrate on teaching and learning, and use their impressive new devices to help with the important work. Dell Latitude 3390 2-in-1 Display: 13.3lcd anti-glare processor LCD touchscreen: Intel Core i5-8350URAM: 8GB DDR4OS: 64-bit Windows 10 ProfessionalHard Drive:
256GB SSD DriveDi Lengths: 8.9 x 12.8 x 0.8 inchWeight: 3.46 lb Dell Latitude 3390 2-in-1 - 13.3 - Core i5 8250U - 8GB RAM - 256GB SSD | KJVMT General 1 year Dell hardware service with onsite/in-home service after remote diagnosis trusted platform module (TPM 2.0) security chip processor/chipset Intel Core i5 (8. gen) 8250U/
1.6GHz Intel Turbo Boost technology 2.0 Cache memory storage RAM memory display wide viewing angle, anti-glare Screen resolution Abbreviation Audio and Video Memory Allocation Technology shared video memory (UMA) Stereo speakers, Microphone Hard Drive Input Communications 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, Bluetooth 4.1 Atheros
QCA61x4A - M.2 2230 Optical Storage Processor Battery AC Adapter Connections and Expansion Headphone/ Microphone Combo JackUSB 3.1 Gen 1 (PowerShare) USB-C / DisplayPortUSB 2.0HDMI Header Network Bluetooth 4.1, IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11ac, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g, IEEE 802.11n Miscellaneous Platform
Trusted Module (TPM 2.0) Chip Security Theft / Intrusion Protection security lock slot (cable lock sold Noble Wedge sikkerhetsspor Monitor System Trusted Platform Module (TPM 2.0) Sikkerhetsbrikke Sikkerhetsbrikke &amp; Weight Audio Output Physical Features Operating System / Software Windows 10 Pro 64-bit Edition Microsoft
Office (30 Day Trial) Video Output Graphics Processor Series Video Memory Memory Allocation Technology Shared Video Memory (UMA) Interface Operating System Available with Windows 10 Pro - for a smooth, versatile PC experience. Laptops and 2-in-1s make it possible to use productivity throughout the day with the safest and
most manageable features of a beautiful design you'll be proud to wear. No matter where your work takes you – whether you're on the go, at your desk or working from the café, we have the right solutions so you can office anywhere. Made for multitaskingOrganize your load: High performance comes thanks to 8™®. Choose an SSD
(SSD) for longer battery life, faster response time, quieter performance and improved shock resistance, or add a hard drive (HDD) and maximize storage capacity. Work better from any angle: Four flexible modes mean you can view the screen from the angle that fits the task at hand, so you can work comfortably longer. Expect
extraIlluminer posterity: Choose between a non-backlit or backlit keyboard to easily enter low light. Get recognized: If you forget your password, your day won't be interrupted. Windows Hello pairs with the infrared camera for password-free sign-in. Get the most out of every minute: USB Type-C offers a variety of docking flexibility with a
single cord, so you can connect and power 2-in-1 whether you're on the go or at the desktop. Looks great at the goWorkday powerhouse: Four modes mean you can take your elegant system with you, no matter what you do. Laptop in the office, tablet on the go, tent mode for viewing on narrow surface areas and tripod mode for
presentations: this machine will tag along and make the busy day even more efficient. Premium and portable: With a thin 19.5mm bezel, the lightweight, durable frame is well suited for working at home and anywhere in between. Bold and beautiful: Jet black casing looks sharp and sophisticated in any environment. Expansive views: Thin
frames and extra screen space make it easy to spread out your work and view presentations comfortably. Ports and tracks1. On/Off button | 2. Volume control | 3. SD Card Reader | 4. USB 2.0 | 5. Noble Wedge Lock Slot | 6. AC | 7. USB Type C | 8. HDMI | 9. USB 3.1 Gen 1 | 10. Sound Combo Jack Dimensions and Weight1. Height:
19.5 mm – 20.4 mm (0.77 – 0.80) | 2. Width: (324 mm) 12.76 | 3. Depth: 224.8 mm (8.85) | Weight: 1.62kg (3.56lb) All day productivity Dell Latitude gives users the power and connectivity they need all day, no matter how they work. With industry-leading battery life and extensive connectivity such as 4G/LTE and easy cable docking,
workers can be sure they can stay in touch wherever they are. And with features like Express Charge, which workers up to an 80% cost of less than an hour, workers can seamlessly move between desks and their meetings. Beautifully designedWith an innovative design, Latitude is laptops and 2-in-1 devices you pride ourselves on
carrying. Made with premium materials such as recycled carbon fiber, you can rely on Latitude's durability while taking advantage of the smallest and lightest form factor on the planet. And with features like brilliant displays and thin bees, you can be completely immersed in all the shine of the screen that Latitude can deliver. Trusted by
ITDell's Latitude portfolio features the most secure laptops and 2-in-1s in the world. You can rest assured that your data is always protected with a wide variety of biometric readers and encrypted hard drives. Streamline remote management and deployment capabilities with Dell Client Command Suite. In addition, with over a decade of
experience working with sustainable materials, you can feel good about less environmental waste in product and packaging. Video: Strengthen external work while traveling the world (1:35)[Contact information may vary by region. Please contact your local representative.] representative.]
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